
TRUSTED PAYMENT

Digitrust makes it possible to establish a relationship of trust 
between two parties who wish to carry out a financial transaction 
within the framework of a common project (simple purchase-sale, 
real estate operation, etc.).

The National Bank of Belgium imposes on Digiteal very high 

standards in financial, legal and security terms: it is your best 
guarantee.

Digiteal is a payment institution certified by the National Bank of 
Belgium allowed to operate in all the EU.

CERTIFIED IDENTITY

Both parties must be officially registered on 
www.digiteal.eu. Their Identity is verified by our 
compliance department.

DOUBLE CONFIRMATION

Your money is transferred only after confirmation. Both 
buyer and seller confirm the success of the operation to 
release the money. 

ELECTRONIC SAFE

Your money is safe in a secure electronic safe (segregated 
account). No cash in the transaction means no bad 
surprises.

… you might not trust the other party

… your want to avoid a risky cash transfer

… you want to avoid the bad experiences during the deal

CERTIFIED BY

http://www.digiteal.eu.


CONTACT

CHRISTIAN BETTENDORF
Sales Manager
christian.bettendorf@digiteal.eu
+32 499 35 45 11
www.digiteal.eu

Teal IT SA
BE 0630.675.588
Rue Emile Francqui 6/9
1435 Mont-Saint-Guibert
BELGIQUE

ADDRESS

HOW DOES IT WORK ?

Julie buys a € 9,000 kitchen from Cuizi. She does not want to pay a deposit without being sure that 
Cuizi will come and install the kitchen. As for the company, it does not want to order customized 
equipment without confirmation that Julie will be able to pay the entire order.

Julie and Cuizi create their respective accounts on www.digiteal.eu. Via the Digiteal application, Cuizi 

sends Julie a request to transfer the € 9,000 to Digiteal's bank account.
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€

Cuizi is automatically notified as soon as Julie's money has arrived on Digiteal’s segregated account. 

The day of delivery, Cuizi asks Julie to confirm delivery through the application. Once validated, the 

€ 9,000 are released and transferred to the bank account of Cuizi.

The Digitrust service will be billed to Cuizi 

(fixed fee depending on the amount of the 
transaction, € 29 in this case). Generally Cuizi 
makes a commercial gesture towards Julie to 
go through Digitrust, although it is in the 
interest of both parties.

Digitrust is not an referee  and does not take 

sides. The Digitrust service is a payment tool 
that invites both parties to act with due 
diligence for the success of the operation.

http://www.digiteal.eu

